In 1968 Peter Medawar, Nobel prizewinner and author of many witty reflections on science and its practitioners, consented to write a preface to Ronald Clark's biography of the influential British biologist J. B. S. Haldane. Imagine Clark's consternation when he read its opening line: "The lives of academics, considered as Lives, almost always make dull reading. " Later, Medawar recycled the opening paragraph for an essay in his collection Pluto 's Republic (1982) , claiming further that scientists' lives, unlike those of "artists and men of letters", were "not a source of cultural insight". James Watson's The Double Helix, a book that broke the mould of scientific life-writing, also appeared in 1968. It provided abundant 'cultural insight' into the combination of good contacts, brilliance, luck, hard work and ruthless competitiveness that brought to light the DNA structure. It was panned by many of Watson's contemporaries -if Francis Crick had got his way, the book would never have been published. Yet in his own memoir What Mad Pursuit (1988) , Crick later admitted that he was wrong: "I now appreciate how skilful Jim was, not only in making the book read like a detective story, but also by managing to include a surprising amount of science. "
In A Life Decoded, published last year, genomic entrepreneur J. Craig Venter recalls choosing The Double Helix for a college assignment. Intending to train as a doctor on his return from military service in Vietnam, he sensed from its pages the adrenaline thrill of research. Generations of scientists have pointed to books that opened up this new world to them, notably the 1926 classic The Microbe Hunters by Paul de Kruif.
Where should today's bright 16-year-old, ambitious graduate student or interested general reader look for a personal insight into modern laboratory life? Scientific life-writing is now a small and shrinking enterprise. Publishers agree that the market for scholarly biography has suffered from the onslaught of celebrity memoir, with ghost-written autobiographies of models, sporting heroes and television personalities enjoying sales that a serious study cannot hope to match.
Selling biographies of scientists is particularly difficult, thinks Jenny Uglow, author of The Lunar Men (2002) and Nature 's Engraver (2006) , and editor at Chatto and Windus. "People look for subjects that are close to their interests, and they perceive scientists as just not of their world, " she says. Booksellers face the same problem. Their choices of books to stock, now largely in the hands of a select few in the head offices of the major chains, influence the publishers. Most people have heard of very few scientists, so those that they do recognize -Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin and Albert Einstein -seem the safest bets. These books are few in number, increasingly the preserve of academic rather than trade publishers, and often relegated from the store's biography section to the obscure corner labelled 'science' .
It is regrettable that readers are not more alive to the cultural significance of scientists. But who maintains this gulf? Scientists publish their work in places where only other scientists will read it, in language that only other scientists understand. Many fear that attracting public attention will lose them the respect of their colleagues; others dismiss tales of scientific rivalry as gossip. Some argue that individuals are irrelevant to the progress of science: anyone could have discovered the double helix, but only Leonardo da Vinci could have painted the Mona Lisa.
In practice, science is done by real people, as different from one another -except in their devotion to their field of study -as any other sector of humanity. Telling their stories transforms the stereotype of the scientist into vivid individuality. Truthful biographies scotch the myth of the solitary genius: any contemporary scientist's story is threaded through the network of exchanges and rivalries within and between labs that makes it such an intensely social activity. Parents, children, spouses and lovers feature as prominently in the lives and careers of scientists as in those of artists.
Little hint of personal background emerges in the memoirs of deceased fellows written by close colleagues and published by scientific academies. These essays are useful research tools for historians, but not widely read by outsiders. Occasionally a scientist, having achieved some level of distinction, decides that it might be worth documenting his or her experiences for the public. But most have no name recognition and therefore no market beyond their immediate academic circle. Even within science, students learn so little of the history of their subjects that they have no real sense of the people behind the classic references they cite.
Biography and autobiography, it seems to me, offer an ideal opportunity to engage people's natural curiosity about the lives of others and so draw them into the quest to understand the physical world. Name recognition remains a barrier, but there are some encouraging pointers. Palaeontologist Richard Fortey has written a succession of brilliantly accessible personal reflections on his field of study and London's Natural History Museum. He admits that nobody had heard of him until he started writing popular books. Alternatives to the cradle-to-grave biography or memoir are to be welcomed. The Internet is ripe for exploitation, and is a much more likely port of call for the young and impressionable. Short autobiographies of Nobel prizewinners are available on http://nobelprize. org. But any scientist can include on their web page or in their blog the story of how they got into science, who inspired them, and the joys and frustrations of their working lives.
The medium is not the issue, however. Presenting the reality of the scientific life depends simply on the willingness of scientists to appear as individuals -and of their colleagues to applaud their doing so. 
